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On July 27, the Salvadoran Legislative Assembly finally reached consensus on the make up of a new
Supreme Court, ending a month-long impasse. Deputies from the governing Alianza Republicana
Nacionalista (ARENA) and the four opposition parties in congress settled what had appeared to be
insurmountable differences and voted unanimously for a political unknown, Jose Domingo Mendez,
to be the Supreme Court's new president.
The new Salvadoran Supreme Court was sworn in on July 28, after the legislature finally elected
15 new magistrates and their alternates. The magistrates will rule over the Court's four chambers:
Constitutional Law, Civil Law, Penal Law, and Litigation. The election in congress had been stalled
for weeks due to a bitter dispute between ARENA and the opposition parties over who should head
the Court.
The candidates being considered for Court president had all represented political leanings either
favorable to the ruling party or favorable to the opposition parties, which caused a loggerhead in the
election process. As a result, the parties finally opted for Jose Domingo Mendez as a compromise
candidate, since he has no political affiliations. In fact, Mendez was nominated by the Federation of
Salvadoran Lawyers as one of the suggested appointees that group submitted to Congress. Mendez,
who took oath as the Court's president at the same time that the other magistrates were sworn in,
is a 61- year-old lawyer who has a private legal practice and has served as legal advisor to several
financial institutions.
After the swearing-in ceremonies, Mendez emphasized that his nomination by a lawyers'
organization rather than a political party clearly demonstrates that the Court will remain
independent from the legislature and the executive, ruling on judicial affairs from a strictly legal
perspective, free of political influences. "This court is not beholden to anyone," said Mendez. Most
members of the legislature, who spent weeks locked in heated debate over the Supreme Court
selection, were glowing in their praise of Mendez. Congressional President Gloria Salguero Gross
called his election a "historic" act that reflected the "pluralistic and participatory" nature of the
legislature.
Congressman Orlando Quinteros of the Frente Farabundo Marti para Liberacion Nacional (FMLN)
also noted that everyone had contributed to the election of the court. "This new court will be
truly independent and marks the beginning of a break with the past regarding the administration
of justice in El Salvador," ventured Quinteros. Quinteros' statements were particularly notable
given the unbending stand he and his colleagues took during the selection process on behalf
of their candidate, Abraham Rodriquez. President Armando Calderon Sol also applauded the
successful outcome of the first major legislative battle of the new congress, and said the consensus
demonstrated that "the democratic process in El Salvador is growing stronger daily." Even those
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political analysts who warned that the long and bitter legislative debate would lead to a Supreme
Court hampered by political considerations, are now expressing support for the "new pluralism."
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